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We will watch There Will Be Blood (alternative will be addressed if you are 

uncomfortable with an R rated movie) 

Pay specific attention to: 

Conflict roots, Conflict development, conflict escalation  

Characters’ strengths/weaknesses create and resolve conflicts 

 

Movie is being presented to emphasize methods of conflict development. NOT 

what conflict the conflict is.   

Address points from your CONFLICT NOTES. Options are listed below 

• exploitation of character flaws 

• character change  

• character decisions. 

• characters going out of their way to exacerbate the conflict 

• Individual Konflict Ceys 

 

When movie is complete, authors must complete a plot map (partner if needed).  

Identify all parts of the map.  Pay special attention to the complications.  These 

minor conflicts will be beneficial for your identification of CONFLICT 

DEVELOPMENT METHODS. 

 

The young authors of room 248 must identify how (not what or where it is) the 

author developed the conflict in a standard 5 paragraph essay. I would like you to 

identify: 

Three of the techniques used-each technique should be its own paragraph 

Example of technique—evidence and connect 

Its impact on the conflict 

 

Typed due 3 days after end of film 

 

FORMATTING GUIDELINES THAT MUST BE FOLLOWED 

TIMES NEW ROMAN font 

Size 12 

Space and one half (1.5) 

Remove gap between paragraphs. 

Home tab 

Line and paragraph spacing icon 

Drop down arrow 

“Remove Space After Paragraph” 

Name/Date ONLY in upper right side HEADER times new roman size 12. 

 

Paper will be sent to turnitin.com.   Turnitin.com submissions accepted up to a 

week past due date.  Loss of one grade for submissions past 1 week. 
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OUTLINE is NOT needed for this essay.  The example below is only as reference for your 

paper. 

Thesis Statement:  at bottom of introduction.  It must contain name of film and purpose of paper 

I. Method used.  MUST IDENTIFY IT 

A. Example of this method 

B. Example of method 

C. How this specific method or conflict issues impact the conflict?  What does it 

build? 

D. Transition goes here 

II. Method Used MUST IDENTIFY IT 

A. Example of this method 

B. Example of this method 

C. How this specific method or conflict issues impact the conflict?  What does it 

build? 

D.  Transition goes here 

III. Method used MUST IDENTIFY IT 

A. Example of this method 

B. Example of this method 

C. How this specific method or conflict issues impact the conflict?  What does it 

build? 

 

 

Paper must have 5 paragraphs.  INTRO  3 BODY PARAGRAPHS and CONCLUSION 

 


